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Introduction
This teacher’s pack supports the intermediate stages of the ‘Real-world Sounds’ project This
project aims to achieve a more sophisticated use of sounds in a soundscape composition. The
project will foster the pupils’ awareness of the sounds around them and encourage the
creative use of the sounds in a composition task.
As in the previous projects, the learning outcomes have been mapped to the three aims
outlined in the National Curriculum for England. Each of the units and additional learning
activities have been related to these aims:
Aim 1:
“perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of
historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of
the great composers and musicians.”
Aim 2:
“learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on
their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical
instrument, use technology appropriately and have the opportunity to
progress to the next level of musical excellence.”
Aim 3:
“understand and explore how music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions:
pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and
appropriate musical notation.”
(Source: Department for Education “Music Programme of Study: key
stage 3”, available from: http://tinyurl.com/mlj6vmj [accessed
17/02/14])
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Standard Resources

Standard Prerequisites

If not stated differently, each project will
require these standard resources

The following prerequisites are expected
when completing this intermediate project:

The website.
Computers connected to the Internet
and with Compose with Sounds installed.
Headphones and headphone splitters
(depending on how many computers are
available to your students).

Basic knowledge of Compose with
Sounds.
Basic knowledge gained in the Beginners’
Project.

Summary
The project starts by familiarising the pupils with the idea that each sound, and especially
combinations of sounds, tells us something about the context in which the sound occurs.
With the help of listening examples and a guided listening film, the project will foster listening
skills. Referring to principles in nature (niche hypothesis in ‘Layers of Sound’), the project
discusses widely how to give the impression of working with space in compositions. The
project ends with a final composition task in which pupils will compose the soundscape of a
journey.

Assessment
For each unit within the project, the website offers multiple choice quizzes to test the
knowledge of the pupils and allow them to progress. Where possible, an alternative route of
assessment is suggested following the framework ‘Assessment for Learning’. You are also
welcome to use your own ideas for assessment.
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Skills
Beyond the knowledge provided within the project, pupils will acquire the following skills over
the time of the project:

Subject skills
Music
Composing
a
piece:
selecting,
manipulating and organising sound using
the program Compose with Sounds.
Using panning and reverberation
creatively.
Listening
Applying contextual listening to a set of
sounds.
Recognising sound source and the
context in which they appear.
ICT
Using different types of sound
manipulation, such as panning and
reverberation, within the program
Compose with Sounds.

Generic skills
Listening and responding to:
Sounds and manipulation techniques
Compositions and sound examples
provided in the project
Sharing and collaborating
Peer-review within the classroom
Reflecting and articulating
Reflecting critically on their own creative
output.
Reflecting on their own choices.
Connecting and creating
Connecting the learning outcomes from
the previous project to the current
project.
Creating a piece of music using the
guidelines provided in this project.
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Outline of the pack
Unit 1:
The first unit introduces pupils to listen to the context
of sounds and imagine a story to support what they
hear. It also makes pupils aware of the ‘whole
soundscape’, including foreground and background
sounds, and draws attention to the different ranges of
frequencies that occur in the soundscapes.

Sounds Around Us
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/1/
This unit trains the pupils to decode the context of sounds. It focuses on listening to sounds
and recognising ‘what is going on’, in order to train the pupils to be able to create a meaningful
soundscape in a later stage of this project.

Guided Listening: Log Cabin
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/2/
This guided listening task provides information to the listeners about the piece and builds
upon the learning that took place in the previous section ‘Sounds Around Us’. It focuses
especially on recognising the sounds and nurtures thinking about the story behind them.

Layers of Sound
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/3/
This section introduces the thought that the audio spectrum can be separated into different
frequencies (for example, low, middle and high) just as the orchestra features low, middle and
high instruments. This will help the pupils to compose more interesting and realistic
compositions.
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Unit 2:
This unit comprises two pages.

Space: Location and Motion
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/4/
This page introduces how the illusion of moving sound can be achieved by discussing the
function of panning in the stereo field and surround sound.

Space: Environment and Architecture
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/5/
This page focuses on the recognition and manipulation of the environment in which the sound
is located (reverberation).

Unit 3: Composition Task:
Journey Composition.
Direct Link: http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/6/
This unit summarises what has been learned so far in a practical
task. The pupils will compose a soundscape of a journey.

Options for Cross-Curricular Teaching
This project offers plenty of opportunities to collaborate with other departments of your
school. The composition task links to geography. By composing a journey, knowledge of the
environment of the location is required. Looking at the location of the journey from a
geographical view will widen the horizon of the pupils, in terms of what type of journey they
should compose.
Additionally, a link to the science curriculum is provided. The niche hypothesis (explained
under ‘Layers of Sound’ on the EARS 2 website) is a concept of biology, and therefore offers
a great opportunity to collaborate.
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Unit 1
Summary
The first unit introduces pupils to listen to
the context of sounds and to imagine a
story to support what they hear. It also
makes pupils aware of the ‘whole
soundscape’, including foreground and
background sounds, and draws attention to
the different ranges of frequencies that
occur in soundscapes.

Sounds Around Us
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/1/

This unit trains the pupils to identify the
context of sounds. It focuses on listening
to sounds and recognising ‘what is going
on’, in order to train the pupils to be able
to create a meaningful soundscape in a
later stage of this project.

Guided Listening: “Log Cabin”
Direct Link:

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in
Introduction.
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
Prerequisites:
See ‘Standard Prerequisites’ in the
Introduction.

Layers of Sound
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/3/

This section introduces the concept that
the audio spectrum can be separated into
different frequencies (for example, low,
middle and high) just as the orchestra
features low, middle and high instruments.
This will help the pupils to compose pieces
that are more interesting to listen to.

http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/2/

This guided listening task provides
information to the listeners about the
soundscape piece, and builds upon the
learning that happened in the previous
section, ‘Sounds Around Us’. It focuses
especially on recognising the sounds and
nurtures thinking about the story behind
them.
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Preparation
None.
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Aims
This unit aims to make pupils aware of how much information sounds can provide us with
regarding our environment; how they relate to each other in order to enable pupils to tell a
story within a composition, and understand how much of the sonic spectrum needs to be
used in order to create a realistic soundscape.

Links to the National Curriculum
This unit links to all three aims outlined in the National Curriculum. It focuses specifically on
the third aim, to “understand and explore how music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics,
tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate musical notation”. This will help to
prepare the pupils to reach the remaining aims: to “[…] listen to, review and evaluate music
across a range of historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of the
great composers and musicians”. Also, “[…] to create and compose music on their own and
with others, […], use technology appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to the
next level of musical excellence”.
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Learning Outcomes
For the pages ‘Sounds around us’ and the guided listening experience of ‘Log Cabin’:
All pupils will be able to identify the sounds in the sound examples given on the page.
Most pupils will be able to link the sounds and sound source. Furthermore, most pupils will
be able to recognise the sounds of an event as hectic, busy, calm, etc.
Some pupils can explain what sounds they will need to create the soundscape of an event
(e.g. calm, hectic, busy, etc.).
For the page ‘Layers of Sound’:
All pupils will understand that the audio spectrum can be split into different frequency
bands and that different animals communicate inside specific frequency bands.
Most pupils will be able to explain the similarity of banding within music (for example, in
the orchestra).
Some pupils will be able to identify how different parts of the soundscape fit together and
how they complement each other.

Teacher’s Tips
If you are pushed for time, you could think about moving some of the content to
the Extended Learning Activity. You should bear in mind that the learning
outcomes are important to achieve, but some of the examples of Sounds Around
Us can also be listened to at home.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
1. Start by introducing the project to the class: “This project focuses on
composing with sounds looking at specific aspects. We will be learning how to listen
Introduction
for the context in which sound occurs, and then how to (re-)create this (or
something similar) with Compose with Sounds. We will look specifically at how to work with space - for
example, moving sounds (called panning) or making sounds sound like they are in different spaces
(called reverberation).”
2. Then introduce today’s lesson to the class: “This lesson consists of three parts where the first
three pages of the project will be used. We will look at what sounds can tell us about situations and
spaces. Then, we will be listening to a piece of music and trying to find out all about the situation the
piece represents. Afterwards, we will listen to the frequency bands found in the calls of different
animals, and compare this to the range of musical instruments.”

Main

3. Open the first page of ‘Sounds around us’ and work through the page
with your pupils. If you are pushed for time you can leave out the green box
‘Listening Challenge Laser Gun’.

4. When you arrive at the activity at the end of the page you can either complete it with the
whole class, or split the class into groups of 4. Listen and think about what is happening in
each sound example. Discuss the pupils’ impressions. (For group work, you will need to
switch on the computers and load the website before you start. If you carry on working from
the front, there will be time to switch on the computers later in the lesson.)
5. Then move on to listen to the piece ‘Log Cabin’ on the next page of the project. Ask the
pupils to jot down their thoughts prompted by the text of the guided listening film. It would
be recommended to do this as a joint activity. When the piece has finished, discuss with the
pupils what they heard. Questions you could ask include:

? How did you feel when listening to the piece?
? How did you know where you were?
? Was this a big space or a small space?
? What told you that the floor was made of wood?
? How did you know that you were inside?
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6. Summary: “Sounds, and especially combinations of sounds, tell you more about the situation in
which they occur. In the following section, we will be looking at how to make sure that you can use this
in your piece to make it more interesting to listen to.”
7. Introduce the next part of the lesson:
“In pairs work through the page ‘Layers of Sound’ (put a direct link on the board or let the pupils find
it via Projects > Soundscape Intermediate > Start Project > Sounds Around Us > Log Cabin > Layers
of Sound). I would like you to answer the following questions”:

? What are the highest sounding animals in the sound example?
? What are the lowest sounding animals in the sound example?
? Why would the animals communicate on different frequencies?
? What does that mean in terms of composing a soundscape?
(Answer: It will make the piece more realistic and interesting if you use
the whole bandwidth of frequencies.)

Plenary

Time for
Reflection

8. Discuss the answers to the questions above with the whole class.
Summarise what the pupils have learned in this lesson and check with the
class if the learning outcomes have been met.
Listen to the sounds that are around you. Can you hear that the soundscape
can be separated into different frequency registers (low, middle and high
sounds)?

Extended Learning Activity
If you have left out the green box on the first page (‘Listening Challenge Laser Gun’) this would
be a good activity here. Furthermore, any of the listening examples you might have skipped
due to time pressure would be useful here too.

Assessment
The questions above should give a good indication for assessment. You could think about
collecting the answers in or giving verbal feedback during the discussion.
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Unit 2
Summary
This unit consists of two pages.

Space: Location and Motion
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/4/

This page introduces how the illusion of
moving sound can be achieved by
discussing the function of panning in the
stereo field and surround sound.

Environment and
Architecture
Direct Link:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/5/

This page focuses on the recognition and
manipulation of the environment in which
the sound is located (reverberation).

Aim
This unit aims to make the pupils aware of
their own listening experience; sounds come
from all directions and can have various
varieties of reverb which let you decide
about the space in which the sound has
occurred. Furthermore, this unit provides an
introduction regarding how to reproduce
this with the help of Compose with Sounds.
(At the end of each page you will find a link
to a more practical page that explains exactly
how to do this with EARS 2.)

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in Introduction.
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes and
one lesson of 30 minutes.
Then you have the choice to either
follow the project into the next
activity, or you can add an extra page
to work more practically on how to
use Compose with Sounds. This will
allow you to work with space in a
composition before going into the
final composition activity.
Prerequisites:
See ‘Standard Prerequisites’ in the
Introduction.

Preparation
None.

Links to
National Curriculum
This unit prepares the pupils for the
composition task that follows; it links
especially to the third aim of the National
Curriculum, to “understand and explore
how music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the
inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture [and]
structure […]”.
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Learning Outcomes
All pupils will be able to identify that sounds come from different locations, and that
panning can be used in order to simulate the location of sounds. Furthermore, all pupils will
be able to recognise that sounds are transformed by the spaces that they are in.
Most pupils will be able to explain the mechanics of stereo panning. Furthermore, most
pupils will also be able to identify a variety of locations in which sounds sound differently (for
example, the reverb of a space underneath a bridge).
Some pupils will be able to explain how panning and reverberation might be used creatively
and how the mechanics of reverberation work.

Teacher’s Tips
When announcing the timings, you might want to give the pupils 5 minutes less
than the actual time. So, instead of saying “you have got 20 minutes”, say “you have
got 15 minutes”. Should the pupils need more time you can then allow for an extra
5 minutes. This way, you encourage the pupils to focus on the task and create a
time buffer in case something does not go to plan.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
1. Introduce the task to the class:
“We are going to look at how to create the impression of different spaces when
Introduction
working with sounds. To achieve this, we are going to work with two pages of the
project: ‘Space: Location and Movement’ and ‘Space: Environment and Architecture’. We will work in
two groups. Each group will be assigned one page with the aim to introduce the content of this page
to the other group. You will be given 20 minutes to understand what is on your page, and then another
10 minutes to prepare a teaching session. This teaching session should not be shorter than 5 minutes
and not longer than 10 minutes. Group 1 will deliver their teaching session first, followed by Group 2.
Group 2’s activity might spill into the next lesson. (Both groups should make sure to do the activities
that are on the page first as a group, and then incorporate them into the teaching session.)”
The teaching session could also be a talk or a poster presentation – whatever format suits
your pupils best.
2. Split the class into two groups:
Group 1 works on ‘Space: Location and Movement’
Group 2 works on ‘Space: Environment and Architecture’
3. Allow 20 minutes to work on the content of the pages. In this time, go round, listen in on
conversations and help if any pupils are stuck.
4. After 20 minutes, give a signal that pupils should now start preparing their teaching session
(allow 10 minutes for that).
5. After 10 minutes, allow for a two minute break in which Group 1 gets ready to deliver their
session (10 minutes maximum).

6. Session 1: When the pupils deliver the session help out with the
occasional detail that they might forget or brush over. After the
Main
presentation, lead a question round and ensure that the pupils know they
will be able to try out panning after the second group has presented their teaching session.
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7. Session 2 should follow swiftly after the first session. However, do check the time if it
makes sense to go on or not. Should you have to postpone the session into the next lesson,
you could extend the time allocated to the activity of the ‘Space: Location and Movement’
page.
8. After session 2 is delivered, allow time for pupils to try out the two activities:
1) Hand clap test
2) How to use reverb and panning in Compose with Sounds
9. The first activity is self-explanatory on the website (see how many different spaces are
available for the class to go to). Add panning to the second activity to include the content of
both pages into the activity.
10. Summarise with your pupils which tools they have to create the
impression of space in their compositions. Make a list and hang it up in your
Plenary
classroom so, when you start the final composition task, the pupils have
visual reminders of their learning.
11. Depending on the needs of your class, you could then either link these into the final
composition activity, or lead a practical session on how to work with space in Compose with
Sounds. Links to this session can be found at the bottom of the two Space pages.

Time for
Reflection

Discuss the creative opportunities that come with being able to ‘compose
space’. Prompt your pupils to think about the film industry, surround sound,
compositions, musical storytelling, etc.

Extended Learning Activity
None. Should an extended learning activity be necessary, allow that pupil to move on to the
next page and start their composition.

Assessment
Add to the list of learning outcomes what the pupils have learned together in this lesson.
Again, keep the list visible for the pupils; it will function as a reminder for the next task.
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Unit 3

Journey Composition
Summary
Direct Link:

Resources
See ‘Standard Resources’ in Introduction.

http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/project/real-world-sounds-intermediate/6/

External Sounds library for Compose

This unit summarises the previously
learned content in a practical task; the
pupils will compose a soundscape of a
journey.

with Sounds (the link to download is
on the webpage under ‘Activity’).
The

summaries

of

the

learning

outcomes of the last two lessons,
which you did with your pupils at the

Aim
This unit aims to give the pupils the
opportunity to try out all they have
learned in the previous lessons. By
composing a piece of music they will be
looking at using reverb and panning in
order to create spaces. Furthermore, they
will incorporate different layers of sounds
in
different
pitches
into
their
compositions, as learned in ‘Layers of
Sound’.

Preparation
None

end of each lesson.
Time: One lesson of 60 minutes
This can be stretched to 2 lessons of 60
minutes by allowing more time for the
composition process.
Prerequisites:
See ‘Standard Prerequisites’ in the
Introduction.

Links to
National Curriculum
This unit links especially to the second aim
of the National Curriculum, learning “[…]
to create and compose music on their own
and with others, […] use technology
appropriately and have the opportunity to
progress to the next level of musical
excellence”.
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Learning Outcomes
All pupils will compose a soundscape piece that incorporates elements of a journey
(movement and different spaces) by using panning and reverb.
Most pupils will also make use of the different range of pitches to make the soundscape
more dynamic (see niche hypothesis).
Some pupils will demonstrate a more sophisticated approach to this composition task by
using transformations between one and the other space, through: layering, fading in and out
and applying different gains to each sound (instead of just adding one sound after another).

Teacher’s Tips
If you have not visited it yet, the composition tutorial SPACE might be helpful here:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/learning-object/space/
This page gives a step-by-step procedure of how to do anything in Compose with
Sounds, which has been touched upon in the two previous pages (‘Space: Location
and Movement’ and ‘Space: Environment and Architecture’). Your pupils could
complete this at the same time as they are writing their pieces.
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Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction

1. Summarise with your pupils what they have learned over the course of
this project with the class. The summaries of the learning outcomes, which
you produced at the end of the previous lessons, will be useful here.

Ask questions such as:

? Which tools can you use to influence the sensation of space in a
soundscape? (Panning, Reverb)

? How can you make sounds move from left to right, or right to left?
(Panning)

? What does reverb do? (Provide the impression that a sound is within a
different environment, for example in a large or small place).

? How can you make your soundscape more realistic? (Using the whole
bandwidth of sounds: high sounds, medium sounds and low sounds. See
‘Layers of Sound’.)

2. Split the class into pairs (or a group of 4 pupils). It will be an obvious advantage to have two
pupils working together who have been in different groups in the previous lessons, so you will
have a ‘Reverb-Expert’ and a ‘Panning-Expert’ working together.
3. Now introduce the task to the pupils: “Compose a piece of music that will take the listener
on a journey”.
4. Split up the task for the pupils:
Download the library ‘External’ and import it into Compose with Sounds. You will
find a link on the current page under ‘Activity’. This library contains a number of
sounds recorded outside.
Give the pupils 5 minutes to listen to the library ‘External’.
The pupils will now have to come up with an idea for a story that can be told with
the sounds available in this sound library. Ideally, the pupils will write some sort of
storyboard with attached sounds, so that they can then use this as a guideline for
their composition.
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5. The pupils can now start their composition. Every now and again remind
them that they need to think about where their sounds occur and how to
Main
make this sound more realistic. For example, if one sound has got a lot of
reverb, the next sound should not come entirely dry as this would be confusing to listen to.
(Of course there is an exception if the composition is about going in and out of a space or
into a dreamlike state.) Furthermore, remind the pupils that not only the place is important.
They should also consider how to replicate speed or directions of, for example, cars or steps
going by.
6. Go round and listen to the pieces during the composition process. Engage with the pupils
and let them tell you their stories. You can then feedback, telling them whether you can hear
the story in their composition.
7. Make sure that your pupils listen to their neighbours’ compositions from time to time and
give feedback. Again, the composers need to tell the story to the group that gives the
feedback. This way you will establish a culture of peer-review that can be helpful for the
composition progress.

Plenary

Time for
Reflection
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8. Present a few stories and compositions to the whole class. You can either
share the story beforehand, or let the pupils guess the story after they have
listened to the composition.

?

Ask questions to the class:
What was challenging? Did the feedback of the other groups
help?
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Extended Learning Activity
Try to incorporate the whole bandwidth of hearing in your composition. What would be the
highest sounds you use? What would be the lowest? (Think of the niche hypothesis.) By
layering these sounds you will create almost a 3D effect in your composition.

Assessment
If time allows for it, encourage a peer review amongst the pupils. Pupils could swap their
composition with their neighbours, and they could give feedback using the two stars and a
wish method. Two stars are awarded for two good features about the composition, and the
wish describes where the composition could be enhanced. If you do not have the time for
peer review in the classroom, collect the pieces and use the same method to give feedback to
the pupils in the next lesson. Remember that for collecting the pieces in, the pupils should
export their pieces and save them in a prepared folder on a shared drive. This will save time
for you.
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To find out about pricing and purchasing visit:
http://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk/store
For more information about other packs:
http://ears2.dmu.ac.uk/teacherspacks
website: http://www.ears2.dmu.ac.uk

